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İngilizce Örnek Soruları

Answer the question according to the information and the text below.

1. Tony and Julia are school friends. They have similar and different interests and responsibilities. 

The table below shows how they spend their free time and the activities they enjoy doing.

How do Julia and Tony spend their free time?

Activities

% Free Time

Cultural
activities

Doing
chores

Doing
homework

Friends

Family

The
Internet

Doing
Sports

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Julia

Tony

Which of the following is NOT correct according to the information?

A) Both Tony and Julia like physical exercise.

B) They spend same amount of time helping housework.

C) Julia spends more time with her friends than Tony.

D) Tony enjoys spending time online most.
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Answer the question according to the information below.

2. People use the Internet for different reasons. A research compared what happens on the Internet in 60 seconds. The 
research looked at the years 2018 and 2019.

2018 2019

41.600.000
messages sent

4.500.000
videos seen

2.300.000
photos uploaded

390.030
apps downloaded

188.000.000
e-mails sent

1.000.000
logged in to social
media accounts

973.000
logged in to social
media accounts

187.000.000
e-mails sent

375.000
apps downloaded

2.400.000
photos uploaded

4.300.000
videos seen

38.000.000
messages sent

Complete the sentence.

- - - - in 2019 than they did in 2018.

A) Less people logged in to their social media account

B) More people downloaded photos

C) People watched more videos

D) People wrote less e-mails
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Answer the question according to the text below.

3. An extreme sports complex conducted a research on what people think about extreme sports. Here are some of the 
answers.

ANDY

I love extreme sports. I prefer climbing. 
I go climbing with my friends about three 
times a year.

What do you think about extreme sports?

JESSICA
I love doing water extreme sports not the
others. I am in love with sea. My favourite
is exploring fish under water.

AMELIE
I am afraid of extreme sports so I prefer
indoor exercises. I do sports three or
four times a week.  

JASON

I love nature so I like sports such as trekking
and canoeing. With the school trekking club,
we try a new route every month. 

Which of the following CANNOT be correct according to the people’s answers?

A) Amelie loves sports like bungee jumping.

B) Jessica enjoys the scuba diving most.

C) Andy likes camping in the mountains.

D) Jason is an eco-friendly person.
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Answer the question according to the information below.

4. The website helps tourists to plan their trip according to their interests. First, write where you are going.

Then, choose the topics you are interested in. The website finds the appropriate places or activities for you.

PLAN YOUR TRIP
Because a good trip starts with a good plan.

Enter your destination: country, region or city

+Add destination

Beaches
Shopping
Historic Sites

Food and Drink
Fun
Wildlife

Culture

Choose

Museum

Date
Adult

Child

2

2

-

-

+

+

If you are interested in eating local food, going to concerts and swimming, which options should you choose?

A) Culture, Wildlife and Fun

B) Beaches, Fun, and Food & Drink

C) Historic Sites, Beaches and Wildlife

D) Food & Drink, Shopping and Museum
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Fill in the blank according to the table and the text below.

5. Emily Jones is our teacher. Every week, she gives rewards to the students who has the most smiling faces for each title on the 
table. Last week, Jack got a book for keeping the class clean because he had the most smiling faces.

Responsibilities in Class

☺☺
☺☺
☺

☺☺☺

☺☺☺

☺☺☺

☺☺☺

☺☺☺☺
☺☺ ☺☺☺

Mark

Students

Responsibilities 

Lily

Jennifer

Amelie

Jack

Coming to class

on time

Helping

other students

Doing

your homework

Keeping

the class clean

☺☺ ☺☺☺

☺☺☺

☺☺☺☺☺ ☺☺ ☺☺☺
☺☺☺☺ ☺☺ ☺☺☺ ☺☺☺

☺☺☺☺ ☺☺ ☺☺☺

Unfortunately, - - - - could not get any prize last week.

A) Jennifer

B) Amelie

C) Lily

D) Mark


